TRAILS

Backpack  2.0 miles       easy       white
Bridle: Short Loop*  3.9 miles       moderate       white
Bridle: Middle Loop*  5.5 miles       moderate       blue
Bridle: Long Loop*  9.3 miles       moderate       red
Campground/Pool  0.8 mile       easy       orange
Fall Mountain  4.1 miles       strenuous       orange
Hattaway Mountain  2.0 miles       strenuous       orange
Laurel  0.6 mile       easy       red
Morrow Mountain‡  2.6 miles       moderate       blue
Mountain Loop  0.8 mile       easy       red
Quarry  0.6 mile       easy       blue
Rocks*  1.3 miles       easy       blue
Sugarloaf Mountain  2.8 miles       strenuous       orange
Three Rivers  0.8 mile       easy       blue

*All bridle trails may be used for hiking
‡ Distance is measured one way. Double distance for round trip

MORROW MOUNTAIN STATE PARK

AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Park gates are locked at specific times, which vary with the seasons. Should an emergency arise after the gates are locked, there is a pay phone outside the park office and at the swimming pool.
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Park gates are locked at specific times, which vary with the seasons. Should an emergency arise after the gates are locked, there is a pay phone outside the park office and at the swimming pool.